




A single, piercing eye behind a cloak of black, a tall lean 
herder in dusty white, the unspoken intensity of silent faces, 
resilience etched deep in lines on their foreheads. They walk 
proud, silver and kohl flashing, amidst camels and sheep in 
the desert. This pastoral nomadic community of Rabaris has 
withstood the onslaught of time yet retained its identity, its 
innate sense of style intact. Their fashion, a spontaneous self 
expression of natural flamboyance, and a sense of continued 
unity of their community. The traditional textiles, intricate 
embroidery and motifs, tattoos and the glistening silver 
they adorn have inspired countless couture collections, on 
myriad catwalks across the world. We pay tribute and share 
the relentless spirit and style of this remarkable wandering 
community.
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Rohit Chawla’s Wanderlust portfolio is one of the 
most remarkable to come out of the travels of any 
photographer in India since Cartier-Bresson was 
here with his Leica in the late 1940’s.

William Dalrymple - Author
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In an age of multiplying media, Rohit for the last 
few years has been striving to go beyond the 
confines of traditional photography to create 
art through the marriage of the unlikely - of 
the alive and the lifeless, of the relic and the 
real. It makes for compelling work - creative, 
challenging, disruptive of gold, lazy ways of 
seeing. It pulls the viewer away from cliché to 
new forms and often an erotic frisson.

Tarun J Tejpal - Tehelka
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Rohit is a storyteller and his camera is a 
relentless stylus that defies the limits of 
narrative photography. These are intimate 
portraits of ethnicity as costume drama, exuding 
the elemental beauty of life.

S. Prasannarajan - India Today
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The world of fashion and art is merging and 
Rohit Chawla is positioning himself on the cusp 
of this trend.

 Anders Petterson - ArtTactic
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In the time I’ve known Rohit (for over two 
decades), he has never followed the herd. His 
ideas were, almost always, ahead of their time 
and provoked you into thinking.

Rohit is a brilliant maverick who has mastered 
the art of surprise. Everytime you think you’ve 
seen it all, he re-invents himself and surprises 
you again.

May his tribe multiply.

Alex Kuruvilla - Conde Nast, India
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No one quite rivals Rohit Chawla’s graphic sense 
in fashion and portraiture. With Wanderlust 
he pushes his artistic vision to create these 
powerful portraits.

Tarun Tahiliani - Ensemble
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What a triumph. These are remarkably powerful 
images of the proud Rabari community in Rohit 
Chawla’s photographic exhibition ‘Wanderlust’. 
With his sensitive but stark minimalist style of 
portraiture he only enhances the fierce dignity of 
this ancient nomadic tribe with their decorative 
and unique traditional dress. This collection 
must surely be a stunning and invaluable record 
of a fast disappearing India and should be valued 
as such along with its enduring artistic merit.

Gaby Moore - Artist, London
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The mobility of Rohit Chawla’s art constantly 
blurs boundaries and pushes us to recaliberate 
our aesthetic landscape.

Rama Lakshmi - Washington Post 
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I have been watching Rohit’s work over the past 
18 years of our association. Fashion has always 
been his forte, coupled with his sensibility of 
the arts, his images always have strong graphic 
compositions which make them stand apart 
from the rest. Rohit took a sabbatical from 
the obvious glare of the fashion world and 
kept himself busy with his mega commercial 
campaigns only to have all of us sit back and 
gape at the wonder of this “Wanderlust Series”, 
which according to me are masterpieces that 
will stand the test of time.

Kalyani Chawla - Christian Dior, India
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With over a 15 year association with Rohit, one 
has seen his mind jump with curious enquiry 
towards art in its various forms, constantly 
battling norms, cliques and attempted efforts 
to “be different”. In fighting this battle he has 
created a niche for himself as an artist who 
questions, defies and breaks new ground 
constantly.

Mala Sekhri - Harpers Bazaar, India
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Rohit Chawla has straddled the world of the 
arts with an ingenuity that has now become 
legion. Every time, he astounds to inspire, 
creates to awe and delivers to a level that one 
never imagines. In his latest works, Chawla 
shows an impressive insight into a world that 
has been overwhelmed by pace and agility but 
still craves for the calmness of art. A form that 
Chawla stuns us with, yet again. As only he can.

Suhel Seth - Counselage
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Leaning into the afternoons,
I use Wanderlust to journey into myself.

They take me to places I’ve never been
to the people I’ve never met.

In the experience and innocence that I see in 
their eyes….I find it
easy to lose myself

And isn’t that the best journey of all.

Swati Bhattacharya - JWT, India
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Talent has one blessing and one curse: restlessness. 
I have always found Rohit, restless. Restless to get 
to the next artistic high. To climb the next mountain. 
Rohit dreams big and i suspect in duotone. I have 
known him for decades as a fine photographer and 
for the past few years as an artist with burn. His 
latest show has an energetic calm to it. It is bold, it 
is sensational.

Swapan Seth - Equus
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These pictures don’t merely capture portraiture, 
but render a narrative, tellingly offering a glance 
into the lives of the protagonists of his frames; and 
this is wherein lies Rohit’s ultimate achievement: 
of not merely presenting the apparent frugal 
simplicity of the Rabari tribe, but in capturing 
their underlying  power, raw & primal.

Arvind Vijaymohan - Art Advisor



NuGa Arthouse is an art consultancy that strives to 
exhibit unique and interesting works of art from India, 
with the belief that art should be accessible to all.

NuGa exhibits artworks online and in leading galleries 
from distinguished private collections and talented 
emerging artists. It aims to provide an international 
platform for works of art that are easily accessible, 
trusted and valued by art collectors around the world.

NuGa was established in 2011 by Nupur and Gargi, 
who have a personal passion for Indian art and a 
deep commitment to ensure that collection of art is a 
personal and enjoyable experience.

NuGa with offices in London and Ahmedabad, have 
excellent and trusted relationships with a range of 
recognised artists, private collectors, auction houses 
and art centres.

+44 (O) 7970 724019 
+44 (O) 7940 529626 

info@nuga-arthouse.com 
www.nuga-arthouse.com
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